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labour of love

>> LEO + FOLK DANCING
Leo van der Heijden, purchaser at Facilities & Services

‘It doesn’t all have to be perfect’
‘I dance because the music and the movement transport me to another world. When I
am folk dancing I forget everything else,’ says
Leo van der Heijden. For ten years now, he
has been teaching Nirkoda folk dancing club
in Veenendaal (the name is Hebrew for ‘let’s
dance’). Folk dancing is social, which is
important too. And don’t call it stodgy. ‘You
can dance with different levels of energy.
Some dances are like ﬁtness training. Folk
dancing is the most undervalued activity
there is.’ ’ RK / Foto: Guy Ackermans
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PLUGGING HOLES IN THE ICE
Meteorologist wraps bridge in aluminium foil. It helps.

25

SEA WORMS
Student orchestra in China: packed
audiences and interesting salads.

TRICKS OF THE TRADE
We have been asking the best teachers for their recipes for success for several
years now. Their answers always remind me of that proverb of Confucius: ‘Tell
me and I will forget, show me and I may remember, involve me and I will understand.’
With this in mind, one teacher chucks a bag of wokkels [a savoury snack] across
the room, another cuts a leek in half and a third gets the students talking (‘then
the whole room goes quiet’).
All good teachers look for ways of keeping the students on their toes. That is
very much appreciated, but it is still a trick. Because anyone who is intrinsically
interested in haemoglobin, forest management or plant cells doesn’t need wokkels to motivate them. Dolf Weijers, one of the nominees for Teacher of the Year,
told us, ‘I always stress how important it is to have a passionate desire to understand things. That is the recipe for success.’ Weijers was announced Teacher of
the Year on Tuesday.
Gaby van Caulil

>> New feature: life in student house
Mortierstraat 14b | p.27
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GLUHFWRUVWRH[HUFLVHSD\
UHVWUDLQW

While Wageningen UR consistently heads the notorious list of top
earners in education, it comes out
rather well when compared with
the public sector as a whole. Last
week, the government published a
list of people in the semi-public
sector who earn more than the Balkenende norm. The list contains
nearly 2500 people, mainly hospital consultants.
Six of the high earners work for
Wageningen UR. In addition to the
Executive Board (on 260,000,
273,000 and 346,000 euros) there
are two science group directors
(194,000 and 220,000 euros) and
one Wageningen professor
(204,000 euros). The HR department will not reveal their names
for privacy reasons.
1$0,1*$1'6+$0,1*
The government has been trying to
curb top salaries for years, at ﬁrst
through naming and shaming (publishing these kinds of lists) and
now, since 1 January, with the Normalizing Top Pay Act. This act is
unusual in that it affects existing
pay agreements. In four years’

'LUHFWRUVFXW
ERQXVHVEXW
QRWEDVLFSD\
time directors and senior management have to reduce their high salaries to 130 per cent of a minister’s salary.
At the presentation of the list of
high earners, Ronald Plasterk, Minister of the Interior, called on top
earners to voluntarily accept a cut
in pay already: ‘It would create a

+20(0$7&+

good impression if they didn’t wait
until forced to comply.’ Some directors, such as René Smit (VU)
and Marcel Wintels (Fontys), have
already said they will agree to pay
restraint.
%2186
Has Wageningen’s Executive
Board chairman considered voluntary pay restraint? Chairman Aalt
Dijkhuizen does not deny this in
his e-mail reply: ‘As said earlier,
when my contract was renewed for
the second time in 2010 it was
agreed that there should be a substantial cut in the performance-related part of my salary. That is
being implemented in four stages
and amounts to a pay cut of 15 to
20 per cent. I’m not giving any more information about the ins and
outs. Like everyone else, I negotiate my salary with my employer,
not the press.’
The other directors, Kropff and
Breukink, also agreed at the time
to lower bonuses at the request of
the Supervisory Board.
In view of the recent fuss, will
the Supervisory Board now be asking the directors to accept a cut in
their basic pay as well as their bonus? Margreeth de Boer, the
board’s chairman, gives a cryptic
answer: ‘There are matters that are
best not discussed in public.’ New
contracts, at any rate, must comply
with the Balkenende norm. Kropff
and Breukink reach the end of
their term of ofﬁce on 1 October
while Dijkhuizen’s expires on 1
March 2014. De Boer: ‘We are already holding talks about what
happens afterwards. Where Kropff
and Breukink are concerned, we
have no reason to look for new candidates. Aalt Dijkhuizen’s contract
runs on a little longer so the discussions about a possible new
term will take place later this
year.’
*Y&

7KLV\HDUéV'XWFKVWXGHQWVéFURVVFRXQWU\FKDPSLRQVKLSVRQ6DWXUGD\-DQX
DU\ZHUHQRWDVHULHVRIEDWWOHVWKURXJKWKHPXGEXWVXQOLWUXQVZLWKDIHZ
VWHHSFOLPEVLQWKHIRUHVWQHDU+RHNHOXPFDVWOHLQ%HQQHNRP7DUWO«WRVFDPH
WKURXJKZLWKŋ\LQJFRORXUV7KH:DJHQLQJHQVWXGHQWVDWKOHWLFVRUJDQL]DWLRQ
ZDVFRRUJDQL]HURIWKHHYHQWDQGWKUHHRIWKHIRXUZLQQHUVFDPHIURPWKHFOXE
0DUORX%LMOVPDZDVWKHIDVWHVWZRPDQLQWKHNLORPHWUHVUDFH0XFKWRKHU
RZQVXUSULVH-RUD6WHHQLVZRQWKHORQJFURVVFRXQWU\ZKLOH$UHQG0XOGHU
FDUULHGWKHGD\LQWKHNLORPHWUHV+HOHIWWKHUHVWRIWKHŊHOGIDUEHKLQGLQ
WKHŊUVWURXQGDQGWKHJDSRQO\JUHZIURPWKHUH <G+SKRWR*X\$FNHUPDQV

9+/+$6$1(:%2$5'&+$,5
ð .ODDVYDQ0LHUORVXFFHHGV
(OOHQ0DUNV

Klaas van Mierlo has been appointed interim acting of the VHL
Board. He started his six-month
contract on 15 January. Van Mierlo
has his own management consultancy ﬁrm and spent ﬁve years as
director of the Maastricht School
of Management.
VHL’s employees’ council is
pleased. ‘Van Mierlo is open-minded, knowledgeable and he’s a
people person,’ says council chair
Michiel Hupkes. ‘He’d prepared
well because he already had an
idea of the issues within VHL, and
he is interested in the education of
young people.’ The interim board

now consists of Rien Komen and
Van Mierlo. The employees’ council is not formally required to give
its consent to the appointment of
an acting director but the Supervisory Board still asked its opinion.
Hupkes is pleased about that too.
‘The new Supervisory Board consists of committed, enthusiastic
people who are keen to involve the
council and come across as being
effective and knowledgeable.’
The Supervisory Board has also
appointed Peter Vermeij to head
the negotiations for the split on behalf of VHL. Vermeij has held various management positions within
the ministries of Agriculture and
Economic Affairs and has been vice president at the European Patent Ofﬁce in Munich for the past
ﬁve years. AS
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IURPPDUNHWVRXUFHV

Wageningen UR has another good
ﬁnancial year behind it, reported
Aalt Dijkhuizen at the executive
board’s new year reception on 7
January. Both the university and
DLO made a proﬁt in 2012.

The prospects for 2013 are good
too, said Wageningen’s top man.
Pledges from the top sectors
should deliver 16.5 million euros
in 2013, which is 3.6 million more
than last year. What is more, the
science units have done well at
acquiring EU-funded projects.
Nevertheless, additional efforts
will be necessary this year to
attract research funding, warned
Dijkhuizen. With the Dutch

government cutting down on its
research spending, Wageningen
UR has to get more funding from
market players. Three years ago,
the board expressed the ambition
to obtain 50 million extra in
contract research. Fifteen million
was managed in 2012. If they are to
achieve the remaining 35 million,
the science groups will need to
join forces on the research market.
The educational side of

Wageningen UR’s activities
continues to go swimmingly. In
September there were 2,197 new
ﬁrst-year students in Wageningen
– a record. And the university was
in ﬁrst place in the Dutch Higher
Education guide. Dijkhuizen
expressed regret at the departure
of VHL from the organization. 
AS

LQEULHI
ǋǋ1(:<($548,=

6&+$0,1(ǉǉ

+HOLQJDJDLQ
The winner of the 2012 news quiz was
the same as last year: Rolf Heling of Facilities and Services. Heling was one of
two entrants who got everything right.
The other was student Martijn Klaver. As
luck would have it, Heling got the dinner
cheque for 100 euros. Entrants said the
2012 quiz was tougher than those of previous years. That may be why only seven
people sent in answers. And only two of
5.
them scored 100 percent.

ǋǋ*5266.,7&+(1"

:LQDXQLTXHVWUHHWVLJQ
You must know some kitchens you
wouldn’t invite your parents into. Collection points for at least a week of experimental cooking. But ﬁlthy ovens can make for an interesting still life too. Resource is looking for the most beautiful still
life for the Gross Prize. The name is a reference to the name Friesland Campina
rejected for their road on campus. Send
us a realistic snap of your stove. The

photos will be used for a story in Resource. If we doubt the realism of the pic
we’ll do a surprise spot-check. Entries to
resource@wur.nl. You can enter on your
5.
neighbour’s behalf too...

ǋǋ7,17(/,1*

0DJD]LQHVXEVFULSWLRQPRVWSRSXODU
A year full of uncertainties? Well, luckily
there are no surprises when it comes to
the most popular Christmas present for
Wageningen UR staﬀ. The top three ‘Tintelingen’ – online books, magazines and
dinner at Humphries – are the same as
last year so far. The popular meal at
Humphries has gone up to second place,
while the magazine has pushed the book
out of ﬁrst place. International staﬀ, who
get a diﬀerent selection, opted for practical gifts. For them, the electric grill, the
heartbeat watch and the Rituals gift pack
are the top three. Charities are not scoring as well. The Anne van den Ban Fund
('
is currently in fourteenth place.

*UHHQVKLHOG
‘Thinking of Holland I see wide rivers winding slowly
across endless plains,’ wrote Hendrik Marsman in 1986 in
one of the most famous lines of poetry in the Dutch
language. The poem is called Memories of Holland. I
wonder which scenes Marsman had in mind, as our major
rivers were changed centuries ago using dykes and
breakwaters to form deep fast-ﬂowing shipping channels
with narrow summer beds. What do you mean, wide?
In the nineteen eighties the ‘Stork Plan’ for the delta
seemed to set new goals, but after the ﬂoods of 1993 and
1995, the priorities shifted from nature development to
safety. River managers question the planned restoration
of the original riparian vegetation. Drain water away as
quick as you can, is the water board’s motto, and trees and
shrubs are quite a nuisance when you want to do that. But
new hope is dawning. Recent research by Deltares shows
that the creation of strips of willows along the rivers can
increase safety from ﬂoods. These plantations slow the
waves and reduce the pressure on the dykes. With this
kind of ‘green shield’, an old-style dyke can still meet
modern safety standards, I read in the Volkskrant. And to
think that conventional dyke reinforcement costs three to
ﬁve million euros per kilometre. The main solution, in my
view, should be sought in increasing the capacity of the
hinterland to function like a sponge and soak up excess
water. But apart from that, it would be lovely if in future
we saw wide rivers winding across endless plains. -RRS
6FKDPLQ«H
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*5$'8$7(66+$5(&21&(51
722)(::20(1$77+(723
ð :RPHQDOXPQLZDQWWDUJHWV
ð ,QFUHDVLQJSUHVVXUHRQUHFWRU

It is not just the employees’
council and female researchers
who are concerned about the
underrepresentation of women in
top academic posts. The network
of female alumni is bothered by it
too. In a report called
Opportunities for talented women,
the women’s network makes eight
recommendations, including the
introduction of target ﬁgures, the
creation of gender-neutral job
descriptions and support for
talented female researchers.
$121<0286
The report, which came out
yesterday, cites female
Wageningen scientists
(anonymously) on the speciﬁc
barriers and problems underlying
the ﬁgures. They include women’s

3528'

greater modesty, science groups
that discourage ﬂexible working
hours and the lack of role models
at Wageningen. Interesting
reading matter for Wageningen
policy makers in the report that
otherwise leans heavily of previous
research and known statistics. The
main aim of the publication is to
push policymakers into action.
*22'7,0,1*%<7+(1(7:25.
Since last autumn, rector
magniﬁcus Martin Kropff has been
working on a new ‘diversity policy’,
the objectives of which include the
number of female professors (now
at 9 percent). In November, Kropff
met with 60 women scientist to
discuss ways of increasing diversity
in Wageningen UR. This led to an
action plan being drawn up by a
group of active women researchers
led by personal professor of Soil
Fertility Ellis Hofﬂand. The group
asked for better appointments
committees and a mentor

9+//(&785(56
$5(è,1129$7,9(é
ð )LUVWYLVLWDWLRQIRUOHFWXUHUV
ð :LP7LPPHUPDQVDVNHGIRULW

programme, as well as for concrete
goals such as target ﬁgures or
quota for female academics.

The task of lecturers in the applied
sciences is to develop knowledge
together with those working in the
127$5*(76
ﬁeld and to be innovative in their
It should soon become clear
teaching. Wim Timmermans and
whether Kropff is going to include
Hans Hopster have fulﬁlled these
such targets in his policy plan. In
tasks very successfully, according to
2008 the board rejected the same
an external visitation committee.
recommendation from the Career
But their innovations need to take
Policy for Women sounding-board
root in all the degree programmes.
group, arguing that quality should
Wim Timmermans, lecturer on
never be secondary to targets. Last
Green Cities at VHL Velp, was the
December, Esther Veen of the
ﬁrst VHL lecturer to come under
WUR Council repeated the request scrutiny. ‘I signed up for it. I wanted
to the board for ‘a clear level of
advice from the committee on how
ambition and a timescale to go
I could develop the department
with it.’ The board reiterated its
further. And they give advice that
view that quota, and even levels of
the school should act on.’
ambition, were undesirable.
Opinions are often divided on
A pamphlet was published
the subject of urban and rural devealongside the report, giving
lopment. ‘Because Timmermans
practical tips for female academics combines various angles and discito help them give their careers a
plines in action research, reboost. RR
freshing new solutions often emerge,’ says the committee. Timmermans provided teaching material
for the Garden and Landscape Design and the Forest and Nature Ma%HLQJYRWHGEHVWWHDFKHUDW nagement programmes, but the
WKHEHVWXQLYHUVLW\LQWKH
committee would like to see his ap1HWKHUODQGVLVVRPHWKLQJ
proach being adopted across the
WREHSURXGRI%LRFKHPLVW
board in the Velp degree program'ROI:HLMHUVZDVFOHDUO\
mes.
VXUSULVHGDQGWKULOOHGZKHQ
Hans Hopster, lecturer in AniLWZDVDQQRXQFHGWKDWKH
mal Welfare at VHL Leeuwarden
KDGZRQWKLVSUL]Hè7KLVLV since 2003, has had the same adWKHJUHDWHVWKRQRXU,KDYH
vice. Hopster monitors animals to
UHFHLYHGLQUHFHQW\HDUVé
establish their level of wellbeing
KHVDLGè,VHHLWDVP\GXW\ and produces controversial studies
WRNHHSWKLVVWDQGDUGXSé
on the welfare of household pets
+HZDVSLFNHGDVWHDFKHURI and circus animals. His group has
WKH\HDUEHFDXVHRIKLV
shared a lot of knowledge about
WUHPHQGRXVSDVVLRQIRU
animal welfare with teachers of naVFLHQFH:HLMHUVLV:DJHQ
ture-related subjects via DierenwelLQJHQéV\RXQJHVWSURIHVVRU zijnsweb (animal welfare web). He
,QKLVVSHHFKUHFWRUPDJ
developed two minor modules at
QLŊFXV0DUWLQ.URSŉ
VHL and a course on Animal WelfaHPSKDVL]HGWKDW:HLMHUV
re for vocational tertiary schools.
PDQDJHVWRFRPELQHWRS
Now Hopster would like to focus
QRWFKUHVHDUFKZLWKWRS
more on people’s perceptions of
QRWFKWHDFKLQJ6RLWLVSRV animal welfare. For this reason he
VLEOHVDLGWKHUHFWRU 
is seeking links with the social sci10IRWR*X\$FNHUPDQV
ences. AS
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The 2012 thesis with the ﬁnest
cover was Daniel Orellana’s. The
neck-and-neck race was decided in
the Ecuadorian’s favour on the last
day. Thanks to the social media
and energetic lobbying by his
supervisor Arnold Bregt
(Laboratory for Geo-information
Science and Remote Sensing).
è*$0(é
For the ﬁrst time, the public got to
vote on the Resource website to
decide the winner of the fourth
Cover Prize. And 3989 votes were
cast! Right from the start it was
clear that it would be a duel
between Orellana (the walker)

LURE FOR
CATERPILLAR

and Syrian Nasim Mansoori (the
wall).
Both followed the contest from
a distance. Mansoori is working at
Berkeley nowadays, while Orellana
is doing research on the
Galapagos. Soon after the new
year, Mansoori went into the lead
after an appeal for votes at the new
year drinks party at Plant Breeding.
When Orellana’s supervisor
Arnold Bregt heard about that, a
counter-offensive was launched
immediately. ‘We made use of our
social networks to do some serious
lobbying. It turned into a bit of a
game, a kind of Idols. The social
media are great for that.’
Orellana’s cover got 42 percent
(1674) of the vote. Mansoori got
stuck at 35 percent. Orellana looks
back with satisfaction on the
‘funny competition’ that brought
him a big response. ‘Lots of people
wanted to know whether I had

Why are you in the media twice?
‘We put out our press release in November but it was hardly noticed
then. This month it has been published again in Plant’s newsletter,
this time with more effect. I have
been on the NOS news and the
news has been picked up by numerous nature management journals.’

won: former Wageningen
colleagues, classmates
from the Netherlands,
Spain and Ecuador. Even
friends I hadn’t spoken
to for years.’
%(5/,1
Orellana’s doctorate was
about a technique for
tracking people’s
movement patterns in
nature areas using GSM
signals. He designed his
thesis cover himself,
using a photo he took in
2009 in Berlin. ‘The
photo is of the square in
'DQLHO2UHOODQDJRWYRWHVIRUKLVFRYHU
front of the Reichstag
when I was queuing up
there. The sunset created beautiful own accord. The interaction
reﬂections on the square.’ He feels
between people and their
the cover communicates the idea
environment becomes visible as a
that human movement is seldom
kind of dance.’ 5.
random. ‘Patterns emerge of their

4UOTE
‘It is not for the animal rights organization to decide, is it?
If you ask me, consumers should have the last word!’
Aalt Dijkhuizen on the desirability of force-fed chickens in a column for
the Animal feeds producers’ association (11 |January).

.,72

How come?
‘We pursued it ourselves. We are
looking for ﬁnancers for follow-up
research and we think municipalities and companies will be interested. They make their nature management plans for the coming
year in January.’

:KR"Kees Booij, leader of
the research on the oak
processionary caterpillar at
Plant Research International
:KDW"Has found a way of
diverting the caterpillars.
:K\"He was in the news in
November, with the same
message

Why should they be interested?
‘The oak processionary caterpillar
is a real pest in many municipalities. Now they burn the caterpillars
off the oak trees to prevent skin rashes. Our method will enable them
to get rid of them better and more
cheaply. We have isolated a scent
that the caterpillars give off themselves. You can use it to divert
them.’ AS

:85LVZRUNLQJRQLWVTXRWDRIZRPHQ
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(19,5210(17$/0($685(0(176&/($5$608'

Animal dung is full of nitrogen,
which is converted into the volatile
compound ammonia in the stalls
and ﬁelds. That is why the government made low-emission application methods compulsory 15 years
ago. The muck spreader squirting
slurry in an arc over the ﬁeld became a thing of the past. It was replaced by methods that injected
the manure directly onto or into
the soil. Ammonia emissions have
fallen considerably since then. The
sooner the manure is incorporated
in the soil, the lower the ammonia
emissions.
Despite this, doubts have arisen
concerning the strict ammonia
guidelines in the Netherlands. A
number of farmers oppose the injection of manure, in part because
they question the calculations
used in the model the guidelines
are based on.
These doubts have attracted the
attention of the farming press, as
became clear last week when a Wageningen MSc study received wide
press coverage in farming journals
and the Telegraaf newspaper. The
study suggested that the Dutch
model used to calculate ammonia
emissions overestimates the emissions from surface spreading. One
of farming researcher Egbert Lantinga’s students concluded that
ammonia emissions could be a
factor ﬁve less if the farmer sprays
the manure with water after spreading it on the ﬁeld. The student
based this on ammonia measurements on one farm.
685)$&(635($',1*
But that does not mean the question has been settled. Last year, a
working group of scientists from
Wageningen UR, RIVM and NMI
came to the conclusion that, on
the contrary, a lot of ammonia is
released through surface sprea-

PHOTO: NATIONALE BEELDBANK

ð 0DQXUHSROLF\PD\EHEDVHG
RQLQFRUUHFWDVVXPSWLRQV
ð 1HZDPPRQLDPHDVXUHPHQW
QHHGHGWRUHVROYHLVVXH

,QMHFWLQJPDQXUH$Q06FVWXG\KDVVSUHDGGRXEWDERXWWKHVWULFWDPPRQLDJXLGHOLQHVLQWKH1HWKHUODQGV

ding. A ﬁeld experiment with 50
farmers was intended to throw
light on whether application measures and favourable weather conditions reduce ammonia emissions. No, or at least not signiﬁcant-

3HRSOHDOUHDG\FDOOLQJIRUD
UHYLHZRIPDQXUHSROLF\LQ
WKHIDUPLQJSUHVV
ly, concluded Jan Huijsmans from
Plant Research International, who
was involved in the project.
However, that project too can
be questioned, given that it used a
model (albeit one based on measurements) rather than direct measurements of ammonia on the farms.
‘We wanted to do that but the ministry said it wasn’t necessary,’
says Lantinga. Emission measurements are expensive and two years
ago the Ministry of Agriculture did
not have the money or the interest.
(0,66,216$5(/2:(512:
This gives rise to the question of
whether the Dutch ammonia mo-

del gives a good estimate of actual
emissions. Lantinga’s student research project does not resolve the
issue because the method used is
not appropriate for measuring the
level of ammonia emissions, says
Huijsmans. But Lantinga also
points to Swiss research comparing the results of a number of ammonia studies. It showed that
emissions from surface manure
spreading were lower in recent studies than in similar research carried out in the 1990s. The reason
for this difference is not clear. The
Swiss study compared a number of
measurements in various countries using different methods. It is
not clear whether the differences
are due to environmental conditions or the measurement method
used.
1(:0($685(0(176
It is time to ﬁnd out what is causing the conﬂicting ﬁndings, says
Alterra’s Gerard Velthof. He is the
secretary of the working group involved in the annual calculation of

ammonia emissions in the Netherlands. He says it is clear that ammonia emissions vary considerably
as a result of wind and rain and
that ammonia behaves erratically
in the ﬁeld. Velthof feels it would
be good if we could exclude the environmental factors so that we are
purely comparing measurement
methods. Therefore Wageningen
UR will be submitting a research
proposal for this to the Ministry of
Economic Affairs.
That project is likely to go
through as there are already people in the farming press calling for
a review of the manure policy now
there is a possibility that ammonia
emissions are being overestimated. The ministry has opted for
manure injection to minimize ammonia emissions but there must
be incontrovertible evidence that
the calculations are correct if this
policy is to have broad support. For
this reason, the ministry cannot really avoid commissioning new
measurements. AS
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KRXUé

The pond next to Lumen is frozen solid.
That had already happened on Sunday
night. A typical winter scene. Although… typical? Part of the bridge has been wrapped
in aluminium foil. An experiment by meteorologist Bert Heusinkveld. He wants to
show that ice grows faster if you give nature
a helping hand.
Heusingveld’s theory and experiment
are simple. Frost is a matter of heat transportation, in this case heat radiation in the
form of infrared. Under the bridge that heat cannot escape as easily as elsewhere on
the pond. In Heusingveld’s words, there is
no clear view of the sky. With the help of
the reﬂective foil, the radiation can escape
better. Voila: a way to get rid of gaps in the
ice under the bridge more quickly. Cheap
and easy.
'5<,&(
Heusingveld is going to drill to show how
ice develops. In technical terms, this is
child’s play. But it is ‘proof of principle’,
stresses Heusingveld. It is just a hobby at
the moment. But a hobby with a purpose.
Heusingveld and his colleagues at Meteorology and Air Quality have been trying to
get the NWO to warm to the idea of a PhD
research on improved modelling of ice
growth.

‘Ice master’ Heusingveld was in the
world news brieﬂy last year with his idea
for speeding up ice growth by pouring dry
ice (solid carbon dioxide) onto it. This
works, demonstrably. ‘The temperature of
dry ice is minus 80 degrees. The ice doubled in thickness in one hour. You could
hear it crackling, it went so fast.’ But the
board of the Dutch elfstedentocht (the eleven towns skating race) was not interested.
‘They think the ice has to be natural. As if
ice transplantation were natural!’

9,6,21ǉǉ
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So Heusingveld and his colleagues are now
focusing their efforts on a project to get to
grips with ice growth. The current models
are already 20 years old. They do come
from Wageningen, but are due for an update. ‘They do not include the soil temperature, for instance. Nor the currents you get
in strong winds. That is typical Wageningen knowledge.’ Better models make it easier to predict ice growth.
But the Elfstedentocht board is holding
off at the moment. A talk with the board
last year generated sympathy but no funding for further tests. Pity, says Heusingveld. ‘Technically, there are all sorts of solutions you could come up with to speed up
the growth of ice and make an elfstedentocht possible sooner. But they don’t want
to.’ He does understand their point of view,
though. ‘Of course part of the charm is that
it is so old-fashioned.’ RK

Why is regularly peeing in the shower such a bad
idea?
‘It only addresses one aspect of urine collection: saving water. It ignores the value of the minerals in
urine, such as nitrogen and phosphate. Take phosphate. The stocks are ﬁnite and we are dependent on
countries like China. The pressure is on to start extracting it. If you want to do that using minimal
energy, you need concentrated urine. So it is not a
good idea to pee in the shower. And not clever to
broadcast the suggestion to a whole generation of
children during a children’s news programme.’
Are we really going to recycle our urine any time
soon?
‘We are now in a transitional phase and there are all
sorts of pilot projects running. For example, we are
researching the extraction of minerals using algae
or bacteria. We are also trying to separate ‘grey’ water from the shower and kitchen from very dirty
‘black’ water from the toilet. But it could take decades before this happens on a large scale.’
What if I don’t want to wait for that revolution? How
can I save water now?
‘You can install a new toilet system, such as a waterless urinal or a vacuum toilet. That saves a lot of water, if you consider that you now ﬂush with six to
eight litres. In the Heineken Music Hall they are extremely pleased with the waterless urinals. They are
low maintenance, smell better and save a lot of water. Another option at home is only to ﬂush every second time.’ RR

PHOTO: BART DE GOUW
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‘Materialism was never frowned upon
until emerging countries started to be
able to aﬀord it’
Catarina I.F. Silva, who received her PhD
on 11 January in Wageningen
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The book – sorry, box – is called
‘Landscapes of the Netherlands.
It is two volumes, totalling 900 pages. It is the Wageningen reference
book on our landscapes and how
they evolved and have been used. A
gargantuan task that was carried
out by retirees Toine Jongmans,
Rob van den Berg van Saparoea
and Meindert van den Berg (exTNO) with the help of Marthijn
Sonneveld and the renowned teacher Gert Peek (both at Land Dynamics). Initiator Toine Jongmans
explains.
Why this book?
‘It has always been my wish to
publish my lectures on soil science
and geology in book form. I never
got round to it. At the end of my
career I proposed to the management of the chair group that I
should still do it. But I couldn’t do
it alone. That’s why we formed this
group.’
It is now six years later. Did it get
out of hand?
‘Yes, incredibly. To start with we
thought: we’ll just write that up.
But it doesn’t work like that. Once
you start writing you start reading

lieve that WUR students only have
to pay 95 euros. That is not so
much – less than 45 beers.’
Is it the most beautiful text book
at the university?
‘Frank Berendse recently published a beautiful book about nature in this country. And Jan den
Ouden published one about forestry. This is the next in the series.’
But is it actually a reference book
or a text book?
‘The aim was to combine the
two. But that is not easy. In my own
,OOXVWUDWLRQIURPWKHERRN

and checking things. You see new
things, you develop new ideas. We
had thought we would ﬁnish in
2010. We started out as enthusiastic but inexperienced book writers,
and that’s what you get then.’
The book has over 1000
illustrations. Did that get a bit out
of hand too?
‘No, we said right from the word
go that there should be plenty of illustrations in it, because that

works well. Especially colour illustrations. Aerial photos, relief
maps, cross-sections. That is also
the reason why the book is printed
in landscape format, which enables you to put the illustrations
close to the text.’
And the price is pretty hefty too.
Isn’t almost 100 euros a bit steep
for a text book?
‘With the help of subsidies we
could keep it under 100 euros. I be-

-RQJPDQVé
ORQJFKHULVKHGGUHDP
JRWDELWRXWRIKDQG
opinion it has turned out more of a
reference book which can also
serve very well as a text book.’ RK
Landschappen van Nederland. Geologie, Bodem en Landgebruik. Jongmans,
Van den Berg, Sonneveld, Peek and Van
den Berg van Saparoea. Wageningen
Academic Publishers, 99,50 euro.
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Putting more blue uniforms on the
streets is believed by many politicians to increase people’s sense of
security. In practice it does not appear to work that way. Social psychologist Evelien van de Veer of
the Marketing and Consumer Behaviour chair group questioned
209 passers-by in three relatively
safe neighbourhoods in Amsterdam at a time when police were visibly keeping an eye on things. The
police presence did not make women feel any safer and among men

it even had the opposite effect:
they felt less safe. ‘If people see the
police, they know why they are there and they immediately assume
there is something going on,’ explains van der Veer.
'$1*(52861(,*+%285+22'6
She also showed people photos of
safe and unsafe places in Nijmegen, having used photoshop to include policemen in some of the
photos and not in others. The responses to this also suggested that
people do not feel any safer when
the police were around in safe
neighbourhoods. They do feel safer in unsafe neighbourhoods, however. People know that the crime
rate is high in these areas and then

they ﬁnd a police presence reassuring, explains the PhD researcher.
The government should not
therefore randomly release a
bunch of policemen to increase
the sense of security among the
public. They should make use of
targeting policing in unsafe area,
concludes Van de Veer. An additional advantage of this is that the police can combat crime at the same
time.
Van de Veer did her research in
2008 when she was working for the
police in Amsterdam. She and fellow social psychologists from Nijmegen published the ﬁndings recently in the Journal of Applied Social Psychology. AS

:KHQSHRSOHVHHSROLFHLQDTXLHW
QHLJKERXUKRRGWKH\WKLQNWKHUH
PXVWEHVRPHWKLQJJRLQJRQ
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There is not a lot of support online for the student
council’s stance. Those responding to the news are
concerned for students who will have to wait six
months for a resit, and cannot get started on their
Master’s until then. ‘“This possible problem” is not a
possible problem but something that is deﬁnitely
going to happen,’ says .HHV, ‘and it will cost students
a lot of time and money.’ And nobody understands
how the measure is supposed to boost the pass rate.
#YUHHPG claims that students sometimes neglect
their courses during the next period because they are
too busy concentrating on a resit. This only prolongs
the problems. 5ROI conﬁrms this line of thought. ‘What
a joke, the student council,’ sneers -+ meanwhile.
‘This proposal is quite clearly very bad for all students (and therefore for the entire university). However, the “critical” student council just agrees to it.’
The university has taken one more step in the direction of turning into a secondary school. 5ROI indicates
why the plan could turn out to be good for
the pass rate, though. ‘If you look at what is
happening in Rotterdam now (60 points in
your ﬁrst year or you’re out), or last summer
with the slow students ﬁne, you see that
when the consequences of failing are serious, the pass rate does go up and students
pass their courses en masse.’

,7é6/21(/<$77+(723
Board chair Dijkhuizen gained inﬂuence in
2012. Or so suggest all the lists, including
the AgriTop 50 in the magazine Boerderij.
He’s gone from number six to number three.
Tall trees catch a lot of wind, goes a Dutch

saying. And Dijkhuizen is certainly a favourite target
with our online readers. ‘He may be inﬂuential according to Boerderij, grumbles +HQGULN, ‘but it is still
incredible: a salary of 350,000 a year for someone
who works for a university.’ It would be to his credit if
he volunteered to take a cut in salary, bringing it in
line with new legislation. But others are more worried
about the kind of inﬂuence Dijkhuizen has. ‘Time and
again we are in the news in a negative light when they
are talking about top salaries and money-grubbers,’
says ,QYORHGPDDUZDWYRRULQYORHG. ‘When can we
start getting on with our useful, socially relevant work
without this constant negative publicity?’ .HHV thinks
this point is rather feeble. ‘You are taking a fairly
selective new of the reporting. I often read about
good research results, and that we have been the best
uni in the Netherlands six times in a row. I wouldn’t
want to say who’s responsible, but I don’t know if it is
a coincidence that Wageningen UR has been doing so
much better since 2006-2007.’

7+()85)/,(6
The curtain fell on Dutch mink farming in December. In
a Dutch TV documentary board chair Dijkhuizen raised
some discomforting questions. Pointing out, for
example, that the Dutch industry is much more animalfriendly than it competitor in China, which
will beneﬁt from the ban. So do the minks
stand to gain anything?
‘Bah, chasing the mink farmers out of the
Netherlands just because of a gut feeling,’
says -'RHGHO. ‘Because keeping animals
for their fur is just not on. But for meat it’s
alright.’ The writer of the article 5RHORI
.OHLV recommends he watch the documentary: ‘You’ll see the pros and cons of a ban
like that. It’s a pretty balanced ﬁlm that
gets you thinking.’ The ban comes into
play in 2024. Until then you are allowed
to farm mink in the Netherlands.
ILLUSTRATION: ESTHER BROUWER

120(5&<215(6,76
Students are no longer allowed to resit an exam
straight after failing it. Resits are now only held twice a
year, in the interests if boosting the pass rate. The student council is critical, but agreed to it after a couple of
concessions were made.
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Teacher of the Year

‘Getting a reaction
from students’
‘I want to show what fun science is’
Name: Dolf Weijers, professor holding a personal chair
Courses include Cell Physiology and Genetics, Systems at
Work, Bio-informatics Technology and Systems Biology with
the Biochemistry department
First nomination.
‘It’s fascinating to be a cog in the machine of knowledge
acquisition. I give basic biochemistry in the second year.
We tackle such subjects as haemoglobin, which is used to
transport oxygen in the blood. That sounds pretty boring
at ﬁrst but it’s really interesting if you think how it could
work at all. Haemoglobin absorbs the oxygen from the
lungs, for instance, and releases it again in the muscles.
I also try to incorporate the latest developments in the
basic modules. You can work your way through a textbook
but you can also use recent scientiﬁc papers so students
get up-to-date information about a topic.
I’ve been teaching in Wageningen since 2006. Before
that I worked for four years in Germany and I got my PhD
in Leiden. If I compare these places, Wageningen stands
out. I see a lot of enthusiasm and a genuine desire to learn
among the students. They come here because they have a
speciﬁc interest.
As far as I’m concerned, research and teaching go together. I work at the university because I think it’s important
to train the next generation of researchers. Sometimes
research is driven primarily by a political goal. But I always
stress how important the desire to understand things is.
That is the recipe for success. I try to pass that enthusiasm
on to students. I want to show what fun science is and how
privileged we are to be able to do this.’

27 January
augustus2013
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There is more to teaching than spoon-feeding a class with a story. On that the
ﬁnalists for the Teacher of the Year Award all agree. The ﬁve best teachers talk
about what drives them, the tricks of the trade, and the students of today. ‘I
really care about their development as people and not just about their intellect.’
text: Emma Diemont, Alexandra Branderhorst, Rob Ramaker / photos: Guy Ackermans

‘Supervision takes up loads of my time’
Name: Ute Sass-Klaassen, assistant professor
Courses include Forest Resources and Sustainable Forest
Management Systems for the Forest Ecology and Forest
Management department.
Previously nominated in 2011.
‘Good teaching depends crucially on the preparation and
being committed to the subject matter and the students.
That may sound simple, but in my opinion it’s the key to
success. When I’m giving a lecture, I always look ﬁrst for
the latest news about the topic I’m discussing. What was
in the papers yesterday? That shows students that what
they are learning really matters, now and in their future
jobs.
Personal supervision of my students costs me loads of
time. For example, I ask the 50 students currently taking
the Forest Resources course to write a report after every
excursion. I review all those reports and they all get personal feedback. That takes a lot of time but it’s really worth
the effort. You see them improve each time. If students
see you really care about them, they are also more inspired
and motivated to work harder.
What I like most is taking my students on trips. There’s
nothing better than seeing in real life what you learnt
about in lectures. Of course we look at real-life examples
of forest management but if possible we also visit a biomass plant or big sawmill. Then you smell the odour of a
freshly felled tree and you see gigantic trunks of tropical
trees with a diameter of two metres. Believe me, that
brings home to you what it means for such an enormous
tree to fall in a rain forest.’

17 January 2013 — RESOURCE
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‘People came in wearing clogs, a dog
wandered through the lecture room’
Name: Huub Savelkoul, professor
Courses include Cell Biology and Health, Development
and Healthy Aging, and Food Allergies with the Cell
Biology and Immunology department.
Has been nominated for Teacher of the Year ﬁve times
before.
‘Nominated again for Teacher of the Year! I ﬁnd it
amazing that I consistently end up on the shortlist.
On the other hand, the Dutch word for professor is
literally “high teacher”. Teaching should be the
number one priority for a university.
Students listen best to other students: if a fellow
student is doing the talking, you have got their full
attention. I like to make use of that. In the food
allergy and immunology course I ask who suffers
from an allergy. A lot of hands always go up. If I ask
the students how they deal with their allergy, the
whole room goes quiet at once. The information

comes to life and is more tangible if you relate it to
students’ own experiences.
Students have changed over the course of time —
they are much nicer now. When I was a student we
had women in the lecture room knitting and taking
the occasional note, people arriving in clogs and
once there was even a dog wandering through the
room. Another difference is that students prefer to
get easy-to-digest material. They want to know
exactly what will be in the exam down to the ﬁnal
detail. In short, less of an academic attitude.
I like to encourage good students by getting them
involved in teaching. If a student is really interested,
you can offer them something extra intellectually.
For instance, we have 10 to 20 students a year who
help out with practicals. That is really useful. After
all, you learn most by explaining something to a fellow student.’

‘I get bored listening to myself talk’
Ljiljana Rodic-Wiersma
Courses include Closed Cycle Design and Managing Urban
Infrastructure with the Environmental Technology department.
Previously nominated in 2012.
‘I get bored of the sound of my own voice for a whole
hour — it sends me to sleep. That is why I always try to
get a dialogue going with the students. If we have all
decided to spend this time together in the interest of
learning, we should make proper use of that time. We
need to work hard.
What I want to teach my students is how to deal with
the uncertainty in real life. There is probability but no
certainty in the universe. That is why I don’t give too
many instructions in my assignments. That worries and
frustrates students sometimes but if I map everything
out for them there is little scope left for creativity. I only

enter into a discussion if students take the chance to
ask questions themselves and develop ideas. Sometimes I’m amazed by a report they have written and then
I really enjoy reading it.
That is what motivates me: I really care about their
development as people and not just their intellectual
knowledge.
I’m continually asking myself how I can get better at
activating knowledge. If I’m about to explain something complex or if I see they are nodding off, I wake
them up ﬁrst. You have to stand up and spell the word
“coconut” with your whole body. The blood starts ﬂowing, everyone laughs a bit and this increases the
brain’s capacity to absorb information.
Students are far more outspoken than 20 years ago.
Of course they had opinions then as well, but now they
let the lecturer know what it is, whether it’s positive or
negative. I like that feedback, it helps me improve.’

RESOURCE — 17 January 2013
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‘Today’s students are very
dedicated’
Name: André van Lammeren, university professor
Courses include Cell Biology, Structure and Function of Plants,
Plant Reproduction and Plant Biology for the Cell Biology department.
Previously nominated in 2004 and 2010. He was Teacher of the
Year in 2010.
‘People often ﬁnd moths and horses more fun than plants.
You only start to ﬁnd plants interesting when you see what is
unusual about them. So that’s what you need to show. I used
some of the money from the teacher’s prize in 2010 to buy ten
simple time-lapse cameras. If you use them to record images
over a longer period, you can see how much a plant actually
moves.
Some people learn by listening, others by reading a text and
others by looking at a drawing. I use different methods to present the material. Personally, I like to visualize things so I use
a lot of photos I took myself, from all over the world.
People are better able to understand complex processes if
you gradually build up a picture of a situation, process or construction principle. If you help students to ﬁgure out a complicated process, you can get much more into their heads than if
you provide isolated snippets of information. These days, students work very hard and are incredibly dedicated. They have
to make better use of their time than previous generations.
I chose a university career because I wanted to keep doing
both teaching and research. The planet is so fascinating and
it’s great to gain an understanding of cause and effect and the
bigger picture. Hopefully, when students go on to become
decision makers they will make more responsible, ethical
decisions thanks to the knowledge they have acquired here at
the university.’

BECOME TEACHER OF THE YEAR 2014
Any lecturer would like to
win the Teacher of the Year
title, of course. But that is
no simple task given the
competition: Wageningen
University has come out
top in the Student Survey
for Bachelor degrees for
years. How can lecturers
enthral, entertain and
inspire entire lecture
rooms full of students so
they vote for them in
2013? We asked education
specialist Olivia Peeters of
IOWO, an education
consultancy that trains
university lecturers.
According to Peeters,

teaching is not just about
getting information across,
it is also about eliciting a
reaction from students.
‘Getting them to think and
draw their own
conclusions. A passive
attitude, merely
consuming information, is
outdated.’ Innovative
lecturers use the latest
technology. They get
students to answer
questions via smartphones
and laptops during
lectures. The lecturers
usually know what the
stumbling blocks are so
they explain them in

advance in online minilectures. That cuts down
on the number of glazed
looks in the room. In
addition, the really smart
lecturers use tricks to
make their lectures
memorable, says Peeters.
‘One gave a lecture on the
legal protection of the
process used to make
Wokkels snacks. He
illustrated it by throwing
bags of Wokkels into the
room. The students will
never forget that.’
The university can also
help lecturers to improve
their teaching. For

instance, lectures
traditionally last 45
minutes but people can
usually only concentrate
for about 20 minutes.
Peeters: ‘Why not
experiment with shorter
lectures of 20 to 30
minutes followed by a
workgroup? You need to
see how you can get the
maximum amount of
information across
eﬀectively, not how you
can squeeze the maximum
amount of information into
the minimum amount of
time.’ Enabling video
recording - something

Wageningen is
experimenting with a lot
- is also a good idea.
‘When the Nijmegen
Physics faculty started
doing this, attendance
increased. Students no
longer drop out because
they lose the thread and
can’t keep up with the
following lectures.’
Peeters does not agree at
all with the complaints
about modern youth,
distracted students and
doing away with lectures:
‘There are still lectures
where students are all ears
the entire time.’
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ORION AND THE NEW SKYLINE
The lights were ﬁrst shone on Orion just before
Christmas. A test. But a repeat was allowed this
week especially for this photo of the new campus
skyline. The enormous logo (by house designer Henri
Ritzen) is ﬁtted out with energy-saving LED lights,
which can be adjusted manually. The outer walls of
Orion are nearly ﬁnished. The rest of the building
should be ready in the summer. There is a practical
reason why the logo has gone up already: the
scaﬀolding is still up now. . RK, foto Guy Ackermans
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‘Fish label needs to
The MSC ecolabel for sustainable ﬁsh is popular
and inﬂuential. But it should do better, say marine
scientists. Is there something ﬁshy about the ﬁsh
label?
text: Rob Ramaker / foto: xx

A

s you might have noticed when buying in food
for Christmas, these days most ﬁsh in the
supermarket have the MSC (Marine Stewardship Council) label. Such ﬁsh is from a
sustainable ﬁshery, which means there is no
overﬁshing or damage to the ecosystem. About ten per
cent of all ﬁsh caught globally has this label.
In the Netherlands the ecolabel is popular and very
inﬂuential. For instance, the Dutch supermarkets plan to
only sell MSC ﬁsh from 2015. There is a lot of goodwill
among ﬁshery scientists as well, but at the same time
there has been growing criticism over the past few years.
Critics say the label has not yet shown that it genuinely
leads to more sustainable ﬁshing. Also, they claim the
MSC is not sufﬁciently alert to the shortcomings in its
assessment procedure. We take a look at the key problems.

Problem 1: the MSC is too western
The stringent requirements act as a ﬁnancial and practical hurdle making it difﬁcult for ﬁsheries in poor countries to acquire the label. Its website optimistically describes the MSC as a global organization but the associated
map shows that most of the certiﬁed ﬁsheries are based in

Europe and North America. ‘Certiﬁcation is simply too
expensive for ﬁsheries in developing countries,’ says
Simon Bush, university lecturer in Environmental Policy,
who published an article this month about the problems
with the MSC label. ‘Also, poor ﬁsheries usually don’t have
much data so they can’t show whether they are sustainable.’
This puts the MSC in a quandary. Its credibility depends
on ﬁrm scientiﬁc evidence but it also needs to assess as
many ﬁsheries as possible around the world if it is to stay
relevant. It cannot let developing countries lag behind.
Bush knows that the MSC is making an effort to resolve
that problem. For instance, it is testing an assessment
procedure that relies more on risk estimates and less on
data. The organization is also taking a lot of minor measures to reduce the ﬁnancial and practical hurdles. The
intention is there, says Bush, but there is still a long way to
go.

Problem 2: MSC label is too crude
Fisheries are either sustainable or not sustainable – the
MSC offers no other options. In practice that causes distortions, says Bush. He cites the example of a group of
Dutch plaice ﬁshermen. Encouraged by the WWF, they
stopped ﬁshing in certain vulnerable waters in the North
Sea, while their competitors carried on ﬁshing there as
before. But supermarket consumers did not see any difference: the ﬁsh of both groups were sold with the ecolabel.
So then the Dutch ﬁshermen added a WWF panda next to
their MSC label.
But such additions and details only get consumers confused and that could undermine the label, says Bush. One
solution would be for the MSC to use a trafﬁc-light system
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o improve’
to show sustainability. That should not be difﬁcult, he
says. ‘The MSC assessment is on a scale from 0 to 100. You
could use that in your communication.’ At any rate, ignoring this issue is ‘not to the MSC’s advantage’, according to
Bush.
Nathalie Steins, Benelux manager with the MSC, agrees
that the information provided by the MSC is limited. If you
satisfy 80 of the 100 criteria, you get the label. There is no
opportunity to distinguish yourself further. ‘That’s
because our ﬁrst priority is to provide a strong, reliable
label.’ She does not see any beneﬁt in a ‘gold, silver or
bronze rim’ to the MSG logo. ‘It’s debatable whether consumers would understand that. There are also practical
objections. For example, traceability would be more difﬁcult and cost more.’

Problem 3: MSC does not increase sustainability
The really stinging criticism is the claim that the MSC
does not encourage sustainable ﬁshing. The certiﬁed ﬁsheries are largely ‘low-hanging fruit’: they were working
on becoming more sustainable anyway and now they get a
stamp of approval. Steins at the MSC admits that they ﬁrst
certiﬁed the straightforward ﬁsh stocks with lots of data:
‘It is all about creating a critical mass. But we have seen
more complex ﬁsheries in the programme in recent years.’
Steins points to an MSC report showing that ﬁsheries that
just miss the admission criteria improve their scores
during and after certiﬁcation. And that correlates with
more healthy oceans. Although there is no such spurt for
the really non-sustainable ﬁshermen, as there is no incentive for them to improve without a realistic hope of a label
and associated price increase.

Problem 4: MSC assessment is too lenient
The ﬁnal criticism concerns the assessment process itself.
Things got heated in a recent debate about the deﬁnition
of overﬁshing in the journal Marine Policy. Fishery scientist Rainer Froese claimed that MSC relies heavily on existing criteria and consequently applies catch limits that are
too lenient. The result, allegedly, is that even exhausted
ﬁsh stocks are getting the seal of approval. Froese would
prefer to use the ‘maximum sustainable yield’. This criterion was the subject of global agreements in 2002 but it
has never really taken off.
However, the MSC feels Froese is setting unrealistically
high demands for ﬁsh stock sizes. It says the marine scientist makes up his own criteria and is insufﬁciently alert to
the label’s plus points. For instance, research shows that
certiﬁed ﬁsh stocks are three to ﬁve times more likely to
have a healthy size. So the label really does give relevant
information, says the MSC.
Despite his criticism, Froese says he still believes in the
MSC. In fact, his critical paper ends with an enthusiastic
call to buy MSC ﬁsh because his calculations also show
that MSC-labelled ﬁsh is three to four times more likely to
be sustainable than randomly selected ﬁsh.
Perhaps we have unrealistically high expectations of
what you can achieve with a voluntary label. That is Simon
Bush’s opinion at any rate. ‘The MSC label is not the Holy
Grail; of course they can’t change everything,’ he muses.
‘The MSC does its best and they’re certainly part of the
solution but I don’t believe they are the whole solution.
We need a mosaic of initiatives that jointly lead to sustainability.’

THE MARINE
STEWARDSHIP
COUNCIL IN A
NUTSHELL
Unilever set up the Marine
Stewardship Council
(MSC) together with the
WWF in 1996. The MSC
organization guarantees
that certiﬁed ﬁsh comes
from sustainable ﬁsheries,
monitoring this from ship
to dish. The MSC uses
three criteria: ﬁshermen
have to maintain
population levels for a
species, they have to
maintain the surrounding
ecosystem and they have
to comply with local
legislation and
regulations. Only 28
ﬁsheries were certiﬁed in
2008 but now there are
186, with another 100
ﬁsheries in the pipeline.

With thanks to Paul van Zwieten.
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Ethical or not?
Wageningen UR has had an ethical committee for social science research for
two years now, but depressingly little use is made of it in practice. And that
needs to change, says committee chair Michiel Korthals. He thinks it should
be compulsory for social scientists to run their plans past the committee.
text: Roelof Kleis / illustration: Henk van Ruitenbeek

S

cientists who want to carry out experiments
with animals have to contend with the Animal Experiments Committee as research on
or using animals is subject to stringent mandatory ethical rules. The same applies to
medical research on human subjects. But
what about the social sciences? Is there such a thing as an
ethical way of conducting a survey? Yes, there is. And since
the start of 2011 it has also been possible to have social
science research assessed by an ethical committee.
Michiel Korthals, the man behind this and professor of
Applied Philosophy, has spent two years chairing the
Social Sciences Ethics Committee (SEC). A report by Korthals appeared recently, reviewing the ﬁrst two SEC years.
You say very emphatically in the report that it is thanks
to the work of the SEC that Wageningen UR has not had a
media scandal like the VUmc hospital (where TV cameras

THE ETHICAL TOP 3
Where do social scientists
make the most blunders in
terms of ethics?
1. Informed consent. An
absolute necessity at all
times and in all places,
according to Korthals.
2. Debrieﬁng. The requirement to give the participants feedback about the
study afterwards. Kort-

hals: ‘You can often
resolve that simply by creating a website, for
example. You develop a
relationship of trust with a
respondent and you need
to cement that. The next
researcher who comes
along mustn’t hear “Oh
yes, I was interviewed
before but I never heard
anything more about it”.’
3. Video recordings.

Making video recordings
of people for research purposes is a thorny issue.
Korthals: ‘Image and
sound recordings are
potentially at odds with
privacy and security. But I
don’t have the answer to
that yet. We are still debating this issue.’

were allowed into the operation theatre). What do you
mean by that?
‘The analogy is that the VUmc didn’t make use of informed consent. The people being ﬁlmed were not asked for
their permission. That issue played a role too in several
studies I assessed for ethical clearance. In these studies,
the researchers didn’t want to ask everyone for informed
consent, for instance in research with illiterate subjects
who can’t just be given a form to sign. I said no way. You
need to come up with something so that illiterate people
can also clearly give their consent. It is your duty to explain
the purpose of the study, ask for their consent and tell
them they are free to stop participating if they want.’
Can the SEC prevent a Stapel-like fraud case at
Wageningen UR?
‘No. The SEC assessment takes place before a research
project starts. We can’t check whether the statistical analysis of the data was correct of if the study has even been
carried out. There is a fundamental difference between an
ethical assessment and an assessment as to whether the
study satisﬁes the criteria for scientiﬁc research. So we are
also not concerned with the question of whether you
should do a particular study in the ﬁrst place. For instance, should you carry out social science research in a
dictatorship like North Korea with its human rights abuses? I can’t make that judgement in this committee as to
whether something is socially, scientiﬁcally or ethically
relevant. That is really a question for the entire university.
It is about your mission, doing socially responsible
research and that kind of thing.’
In your report, you express surprise that the committee
has not yet been asked to assess any LEI studies. The
implication is that this is connected to the inﬂuence of
the private sector on that research.
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‘That is not what I mean. I’m not suggesting that
the private sector applies lower ethical standards.
Scientists approach our committee because a journal, a funding organization or a country explicitly
asks for ethical clearance. Businesses don’t do that.
The private sector asks for reports, not peer-reviewed
articles. Incidentally, the committee does intend
starting a debate next year with the DLO institutes
about the inﬂuence of the private sector on research.’
The SEC has assessed 30 research proposals over
the past two years. That’s not many. And its
recommendations are not even binding. So
basically the SEC has no standing. Isn’t that
frustrating?
‘Yes, I do get irritated by this. As far as I’m
aware we are the only university in the Netherlands with an SEC. There is hardly any legislation framing the ethics for social science
research, whereas there is for medical
research and animal experiments. What is
more, SEC advice is not mandatory.’
Should it be?
‘I’ve said from the start that you
should make it mandatory and the
recommendations should be binding.
The status must be clear. At present
we issue ethical clearances but they
don’t really mean anything. In principle you might just as well give an approval. But the graduate schools don’t want to go any further. They want the
SEC to just give advice, not a judgement. That really
annoys me. The whole point is the ethical clearance, a
stamp of approval. It shouldn’t be the case that a graduate
school can simply ignore it.’
Ethical awareness starts with having ethics in the
teaching programme. Does Wageningen UR take ethical
education sufﬁciently seriously?
‘We are gradually getting more education on this subject. But progress is slow. My group is small and we are
already overloaded. It is impossible for us to provide more
teaching. About half the Bachelor’s students get a threecredit course on the Philosophy of Science and Ethics.
Each year, we give a six-credit optional course on ethics to
about 60 Master’s students. Also, some graduate schools

offer ethics courses to PhD students on a voluntary basis.
But the number of students is minimal: a couple of dozen
per course out of a total of more than one thousand PhD
students. That’s not much.’
Shouldn’t ethics be a standard part of the teaching
programme for all students?
‘Yes, I agree entirely. A course dealing with the Code of
Conduct should be a standard part of the Master’s and
PhD programmes. You don’t even need to do it in the form
of lectures. The key is awareness: how to tackle research in
such a way that you get the ethically best approach. Students should be aware from day one, when they arrive and
start doing interviews, how to deal with that ethically. If
you are doing interviews, it is important not just to ask the
right questions but also to treat your respondents
decently.’
17 January 2013 — RESOURCE
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‘LECTURES ARE
OLD HAT’
Jan Derksen, professor of clinical psychology at Nijmegen, is fed up with
students ‘surﬁng, yawning, eating and chatting’. In Dutch newspaper De
Volkskrant he argued for online lectures because forcing students to listen is
out of date. ‘Give students the freedom to follow their own interests.’
text: Jeroen Bok, Albert Sikkema and Rob Ramaker / illustration: iStock

Remo van Tilburg

Eliana de Cuba

First-year, Soil, Water and Atmosphere
‘It’s true that lectures are a rather
old-fashioned method. The new
media have taken over and you could
really quite easily study at home. I
just sit in lectures literally copying
everything down. And I can
concentrate much better at home than in lectures. But you
end up going because you feel a kind of duty to show up.
You need to be motivated and sometimes that motivation
is there, and sometimes it isn’t.’

Second-year, Food Technology
‘Lectures are often worthwhile,
provided you take notes. I know a lot
of people too who just sit there staring
like a zombie so I imagine they can’t
be taking much in. I do feel it would
be good to make more material
available on the internet because then everyone could ﬁnd
their own way of studying. That really is more modern –
we no longer have to stick to the “teacher at the front of
the classroom” approach.’

Gosse Schraa

Michèle Gimbrère

Lecturer in Microbiology, Teacher of
the Year in 2004
‘I don’t agree. I have just given a
lecture to more than one hundred
ﬁrst-year students. There were quite
a few drinking during the lecture
and some students had their laptops
or iPads with them but it was very quiet and they were
interested in the material. What you say needs to be good
and you have to be able to get it across well. My lectures are
recorded so the students can refer to them again online.
But internet lectures are not a good alternative, for one
thing because then a student won’t see what concerns
other students have. A live lecture is also a means of
getting students enthusiastic about your subject. If you
can’t manage that, you shouldn’t be in this job.’

Distance Learning project manager
‘In the Distance Learning project
group we are currently developing
two MSc programmes that you’ll be
able to do via the internet. Students
will only need to be in Wageningen
for four weeks of the year. We don’t
use the entire ﬁfty minutes of a recorded lecture, we use
knowledge clips instead: a ten-minute video followed by
exercises. I understand Professor Derksen’s problem;
especially in lectures for large groups you are likely to get
students who don’t pay attention or are distracted. But a
university still has a duty to inspire students and help them
study. Lectures by inspiring lecturers are one approach
but there are other ways too. We need to ﬁnd the ideal
mix.’
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Margret Wenker
Third-year, Animal
Sciences
‘I don’t agree. I actually
think they are incredibly
useful because going to
lectures
keeps
you
actively involved. Otherwise you’re just slouched in front of the
computer at home, doing hundreds of other
things at the same time. In lectures you are
forced to listen to the material and you can ask
questions at once if you want. It’s very useful
because it gives you a good overview of the
subject. I can imagine lecturers get
discouraged if everyone is playing with their
smartphones and laptops but I think most
students get an awful lot from lectures. People
who are not really motivated don’t go to
lectures in the ﬁrst place.’

Arjaan Pellis
Study adviser for Master’s
in Leisure, Tourism and Environment
‘I have my doubts about the beneﬁt
of standard lectures. They are a
passive form of learning where
students don’t absorb the material
effectively. I much prefer interactive
methods that demand more initiative. You should make
students think for themselves about complex issues.
Another objection is that lectures only take place in
lecture rooms whereas Wageningen degrees are all about
improving the quality of life. I would give more lectures on
site, especially in the social sciences. You shouldn’t just
talk from books, you should also talk with people in the
ﬁeld. That’s more interactive and more inspiring.’

Soline de Jong
Third-year, Communication Sciences
‘I think it would be better to look at
how lectures are given rather than
just saying lectures are old
fashioned. For example, I took a
course with two different professors.
I found one of them fantastic to
listen to, while the other one was terrible. A subject may
be interesting but can still be presented in such a manner
that I lose interest anyway. But abolish lectures? What
would the alternative be? If you had to learn everything
on the internet you might as well do an LOI course.’
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‘STOP JABBERING
AND RUN’
PHOTO: EMMA TEULING

HAPPY FAMILY

Zinnia (third
from the left)
and Natacha
(fourth from
the left) on a
night out with
their ‘family’.

Even in the depths of winter, the
150 foreign students arriving in
Wageningen at the beginning of
February can count on a warm
welcome. The successful buddy
system launched last year gives
them a group of friends to fall
back on right from the word go.
Natacha from Costa Rica found
out from experience what it is like
to suddenly be in Wageningen,
when you come from another continent. ‘You know nobody, and everything is strange for you. I didn’t
even know where to ﬁnd the keys
to my room.’
Most foreign students start out
like that, says Tutku Yuksel of the
IxESN student society. Of course
they have done some homework
on websites and read brochures,
but these do not answer all the
countless practical questions students run up against every day.
Where is the nearest bus stop? If
you want to bake your own bread,
where can you buy the ingredients?
These are the sorts of questions
you would normally ask a friend or
ﬂatmate. So last year IxESN launched an extensive buddy system.
The typical buddy family consists
of two, usually Dutch, mentors and

about 15 foreign students. In fact
it is an extension of the introduction period model, explains Tutku.
There have always been some AID
groups that kept in touch with
each other, but with the arrival of
the buddy system, that becomes an
ofﬁcial feature of all the groups. At
any rate, the buddy groups eat together once a month and go to one
IxESN activity every period. The
mentors are also expected to be an
information source for their ‘kids’,
and to actively invest time and effort in the group. There is even a
budget available for that, taken out
of the grant from the university.
CHEESE MARKET
One thing is clear: through her
buddy family and the AID, Natacha
has quickly made new friends in
Wageningen. ‘It was nice to meet
people who were in the same boat,
studying abroad.’ It gives her a
sense of security to have a group
you can always fall back on. ‘I already feel more at home here. We
have already visited lots of nice places in and around Wageningen,
and now I know a lot of people.’
Zinnia from France also thinks
there’s a big advantage to belonging to a group of some kind. In

her group there are students from
nine different countries, at various
stages in their student careers. Since the AID they have been to a Halloween party together, to the
cheese market in Alkmaar, to Amsterdam and to the beach at Bloemendaal. Just having a beer in
town or eating together are popular activities. They try out each
other’s national dishes. Zinnia
says the atmosphere is friendly,
and everyone is very open-minded
and interested in each other. ‘Nothing is compulsory, but everyone
does their best to join in everyVita Hommersen
thing.’

The buddy programme was
thought up by international student society IxESN. About 25 families have been formed since
September. In 2012 about 600
students from 40 diﬀerent countries signed up to join a family.
The programme is running better
and better, IxESN notes. In the
past it could be diﬃcult to ﬁnd
mentors but there was very little
problem ﬁnding people for the
coming winter AID.

Who? Marlou Bijlsma, student of
Nutrition and Health
What? Athlete with Tartlétos,
won the short cross-country race
(3.4km) at the Dutch National
Students’ Championship
How did it go; was it a struggle?
‘‘The start was uphill, so I started
slowly. But after the ﬁrst one or two
hundred metres I couldn’t see a
single woman ahead of me, just a
few men who started at the same
time. Along the way someone
called out something about a head
start and then in the last round I
started overtaking men, running
from the one to the other, each
time focussing on the next one.’
Did Bennekom put you at an advantage?
‘There were other Wageningen
participants and some familiar faces and there were more supporters. And the day before I had got
to know the track, which you can
otherwise only do on the day of the
competition. It was nice to know in
advance that there were good
paths and no obstacles along the
route. You sleep better knowing
that.’
Had you worked towards this? Did
you want to peak here?
‘This was my ﬁrst race in six
months. I have been in Sweden for
four months and didn’t see an athletics track there. So I had no idea
what form I was on, but my trainer
Tonnie said, stop jabbering and
run. In retrospect perhaps this was
the best way. I even enjoyed the
run, the spectators, hearing my name called out, the sunshine; I am
totally happy.’ YdH
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Concert tour of China
For a change from the usual
Christmas concert in the local
parish church, student orchestra
De Ontzetting went on a tour of
China this Christmas holiday. The
Wageningen musicians attracted
big audiences from Shanghai to
Zhangzhou and made music
together with Chinese students.

The orchestra chose Zhangzhou because the city has a
university twinned with
Wageningen. Aalt Dijkhuizen
visits regularly and the road
to the new centre is called
Wageningen Road. The Ontzetting musicians spent an
evening with Chinese students, taking it in turn to
play a piece. They noticed
that the Chinese played completely diﬀerent kinds of
instruments. ‘A ﬂat sort of
harp and a kind of ﬂute with
a calabash on the top of it.’

‘We gave eight concerts in twelve
days,’ says Lucie, one of the organizers of the trip. ‘Very tiring because
they don’t have an interval in China. We are not used to playing for
one and a half hours in a row.’ There were other cultural differences,
too. ‘People just chat and make
phone calls during the performance. Luckily we had been warned of that in advance.’ Nicolette
Meerstadt, photos Paul Ravensbergen

When it came to mealtimes, the students could not believe their eyes.
‘The food was very interesting,’ says
Lucie. ‘For breakfast one day we
were served salad with bits of donkey in it. Another time it was salad
with some kind of sea worm in it.
Not really my thing.’

It was well worth all the eﬀort,
because they drew big audiences.
‘All the concert halls were bigger
than the Amsterdam Concertgebouw,
and they were pretty full. We never
experience anything like that in the
Netherlands.’ De Ontzetting was in
the newspaper too, and on the local
TV channel. ‘It reaches 50 million
viewers, an incredible number for us.’

Everywhere they went, the Dutch attracted a lot of attention – especially the
tall men. ‘Everyone wanted to have their picture taken with us. After the concerts and also just when we were walking around town.’ Besides all that
music they also got the chance to enjoy a traditional tea ceremony and visit
the silk museum. At a local market, a chicken was slaughtered right under
their noses. ‘That market was a big contrast with the four star hotels we stayed at. The gap between rich and poor really is huge in China.’
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EXTINCTION
Biodiversity is rapidly going downhill. Even the pubic louse is threatened with extinction. The reason
is that its natural habitat is being
devastated. Since the invention of
the Brazilian wax, the ‘forests’
down south are being uprooted and
the pubic louse is increasingly
homeless. Workers at an Australian
sexual health clinic have sounded
the alarm: they haven’t seen a single specimen since 2008.

SMART
Longing to appear on Dutch TV, but
preferably not on Lingo? Seize your
chance: Broadcasting company Talpa is making a new knowledge quiz
with Linda de Mol. Three hundred
students and three Dutch celebs
will do battle for a pot of money
and the title ‘Best student in the
Netherlands.’ How many grandchildren does Queen Beatrix have?
How much whisky is there in an
Irish coﬀee? If you don’t know, just
guess. After all the show is called
‘How should I know?’ Apply at
www.rtnl/weetikveel

50.000 likes for Gespot:UB
Working hard in the library can
be a bit dull. Until that gorgeous
blonde walks in, or that broadshouldered Adonis. To chat them
up would be too daring. So what
then? Now you can ﬂirt with them
anonymously on Gespot:UB.
Gespot:UB is the latest Facebook
hype in the Netherlands. You can
send a message (Dutch or English)
to the webmasters and they will
put it on Facebook, where you will
remain anonymous. All Dutch universities have their own pages now,
although after a ﬂying start – almost 1000 followers – the response
at Wageningen University is no
more than lukewarm.
Jaap Kabbedijk ﬁrst launched
Gespot:UB at Utrecht. ‘There was a
group like this in Dublin and we
wanted to see whether it would

work here. We bought advertising
for ﬁve euros and last week we got
the 50,000th like, spread over all
the pages. Groningen and Utrecht
have had 10,000 each.’
Kabbedijk is fairly overwhelmed by the success and particularly
by how time-consuming it all is. ‘In
Utrecht we sometimes get 40 relevant messages per hour.’ For this
reason there is now a whole team
of webmasters who place the messages.
SUGGESTIVE
There are differences between the
universities. At Nijmegen, the messages are mainly sweet and sometimes written in verse,’ says Kabbedijk. ‘At Amsterdam they are much
more direct and suggestive. And
there are more messages between
two boys or two girls.’ Of course

Wageningen distinguishes itself by
references to nature. ‘That girl in
the blue jumper near the globe,
you look a bit like an otter but I do
ﬁnd you attractive!’
Why Wageningen is lagging be-

‘You look a bit like
an otter but I do
ﬁnd you attractive.’
hind in the number of messages
sent is anyone’s guess. Maybe it is
such a small community that everyone knows everyone. ‘But then it
is still quite a big step to go up to
someone,’ reckons Kabbedijk. He
harbours a secret hope that things
will liven up in exam week. ‘When
students are revising they want a
bit of secret excitement.’ NM
Be the 1000th follower:
facebook.com/GespotUBWUR

EYES
Can you trust someone because of
their big blue eyes? Nope, say
Czech psychologists. Their
research results suggest that the
brown-eyed are more trustworthy
than the blue-eyed. Except when it
comes to strong-jawed men – the
colour of their eyes makes no diﬀerence. Hmm. We wonder. The study
doesn’t say whether women with
blue eyes can’t be trusted.

RED BEARD
Polish and Dutch scientists can
now determine eye and hair colour
from a little bit of genetic material.
A chip of tooth from the middle
ages, for instance, is enough. Now
that is real CSI for you. The technique opens up new vistas for historians, evolutionary research and
forensic science.

MURDER GAME You wait hidden behind a wall in your red
T-shirt, your heart beating ﬁt to burst but luckily your
water pistol is loaded. You see your victim and run
towards him, eliminating him with a few powerful squirts.
Your victim gives you the name of his target, who now
becomes the next name on your list. You take a photo of
your victim and post it on the Facebook page.

That is how the murder game works. It started on 6 January on the initiative of the students Maud and Jorne. They
were able to get 240 people to join up via Facebook. As is
clear from the photos, the ﬁrst murders have already
taken place, some even during lectures. The game ends
NM
when there is only one survivor left.
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SERIAL: MORTIERSTRAAT 14B<<
With a view to a room

A

soggy veggie burger sits on her plate next to
slimy green endives. ‘Welcome to Grand Café
Forum,’ thinks Vera. She prods her food with her
fork and sighs. This was a big mistake. She would
have been better oﬀ going to Passantje; at least
that’s close to the Mortierstraat where she is about
to be interviewed for a room in a student house.
Five minutes later she is on her bike cycling to
the town centre and feeling incredibly nervous.
This is already the tenth attempt to ﬁnd a room might she be successful this time? She actually
got lucky straight oﬀ the ﬁrst time, about a year
ago. They oﬀered her a damp cubbyhole measuring ten square metres, but she wasn’t prepared
to leave her parents’ home for that. Now she
would be delighted with that oﬀer.
Every time she has one of these interviews, she
feels humiliated. The worst was when she sat in a
room full of boys leering at her who asked
whether she could clean the loo for them. Thinking back to that makes her blood boil. The last
time she had a really great evening but still wasn’t chosen. Why? Perhaps it’s that stupid village
she comes from. Saying ‘I still live with my parents’ sounds rather pathetic when you’re 20. Or
perhaps she was too shy again.
By the time Vera enters the kitchen she is feeling
hot and bothered. Bianca, the girl who let her in,
babbles non-stop in a raucous voice. A smartass
with a mobile is sitting on the sofa, a beer in his
hand.

‘We’re getting swamped by boring wannabe lodgers,’ he says, with a glazed look at Vera. Vera already hates him with a vengeance. Bianca takes
her up the steep stairs to the stuﬀy attic room. To
think she is having to beg for this.
‘We’ll go down and give you a quick interview so
we can get to know you and all that,’ announces
Bianca. Oh joy.
The conversation in the living room starts awkwardly but goes reasonably well. Until the smartass on the sofa sneers: ‘So you still live with
your parents?’ Vera nods stiﬄy. Here we go

again, she thinks. She might as well leave now.
‘Do you think you’ll be able to cope in this huge,
scary house?’ His ﬂatmates all snigger. That’s the
last straw.
‘Oh, shut up! This is a really crappy house with a
tiny crappy room. Perhaps I’m just about crap
enough to live here too.’ There’s a moment of silence - then Bianca and the others start to laugh.
The smartass is lost for words.
Bianca calls the next day: Vera can have the room
if she wants it. They like her sense of humour.

WORDT VERVOLGD

Dijkgraaf students stick to their guns
Students living at Dijkgraaf do
not yet have to take their own
garbage and waste paper out to
the bins. The cleaners will carry
on doing it. But not for ever.
While other Wageningen student
ﬂats accepted the new cleaning
system without a fuss, the
Dijkgraaf residents were vocal
about their opposition to it in two
surveys. They prefer to keep the
waste disposal service and forego a

2.50 euro discount on their rent.
The results conﬁrm the
impression given last year, when
an Idealis experiment at Dijkgraaf
was a ﬂop: the residents just
chucked their waste over the
balcony.
DISAPPOINTED
Idealis is disappointed with the
outcome, and expects the costs of
cleaning to go up. That rise will be
paid for by the residents. What is

more, the housing provider thinks
‘putting their waste in the
containers is not too much to ask
of the tenants.’ Special bins have
been provided for the purpose, and
if students take paper out to them
it doesn’t pile up in the corridors.
Now that the residents are
digging their heels in, Idealis is
changing tack. The housing
provider is going to change the
rental contract. ‘New tenants agree
to take their rubbish out

themselves when they sign their
contracts,’ a spokesman emails.
‘In the long term we’ll get the 70
percent we need that way. Once
that has been reached, we will still
introduce this way of working.’
Max Jonkman, spokesman for
Dijkgraaf, has no problem with
Idealis’s decision. ‘I don’t think
anyone with the current arrangement cares whether it is changed
NM
in the new contracts.’
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>> CULT
What? MovieWeekend 2013 When? 18, 19 and 20 January Where?
Cultural centre ’t Venster and Movie W Costs? Six to ten euros per
ﬁlm, one euro less for students Reservation? Call 0317 - 35 60 19
or e-mail reserveren@movie-w.nl Info? Movie-w.nl

Alive and kicking
Movie W is putting on its ﬁrst ﬁlm weekend since its near-demise and
turbulent move. Art-ﬁlm fans will be able to enjoy 14 ﬁlms next
weekend.
The ﬁlms include highlights from 2012 such as the tragicomic Moonrise
Kingdom by character director Wes Anderson, a documentary ﬁlm about
Canto ostinato, a work by the composer Simeon ten Holt who died last
year, and the award-winning children’s ﬁlm Kauwboy. Black comedy
Sightseers is a taster for the next Rotterdam ﬁlm festival. Finally there will
be two slightly older documentaries. Grande Hotel from 2010 is about an
abandoned hotel in Mozambique taken over by squatters and The end of
the line from 2009 looks at how the world’s oceans are being ﬁshed to extinction.
You will also be able to enjoy dance performances, music, food and the
silent ﬁlm City Girl, accompanied live by a pianist. Also, this year for the
ﬁrst time there will be a party with dancing on the Saturday evening. It is
as if Movie W is saying ‘See, we are still alive and kicking.’ RR
Scene from the film Moonrise kingdom

>> THE WORKS
BOULDERING IN SWEDEN
Who? Stefan Ploum, fourth-year MSC Soil, Water and Atmosphere
What? Spent ﬁve months taking the ‘Subarctic Paleolimnology and
Arctic Geoecology’ Minor
Where? Umeå University in Zweden
Why? ‘I wanted to go abroad and Sweden was easy to arrange given
the subjects I’m doing.’
‘My parents were a bit worried when I decided I would drive to Sweden
in my old pickup. They thought I might freeze to death in that truck.
Fortunately that didn’t happen but my pickup did have the occasional
problem. For example, the heating didn’t always work and when the
temperature fell well below zero I nearly lost my wheels: the cold caused
the metal in the bolts to shrink so that the nuts came loose.
My minor consisted of two courses. In the ﬁrst course I investigated the
sediment around a small lake around 3500 years old. The composition
of the lake sediment tells you a lot about changes in sea levels, human
activity and erosion. For my second course I drove my pickup to a
research station in the far north. There I did research on ecosystems
above the Arctic Circle. It was really interesting researching how the
ecosystems and permafrost function globally because Arctic and
Subarctic ecosystems are very sensitive to climate changes. A large part
of the land mass in the Northern Hemisphere is covered by permafrost.
This is an important area for the future because it plays a big role in the
process of global warming.

There were a lot of students from other universities doing different
degrees, such as biology, ecology and even anthropology. That teaches
you to look at things from a different point of view. So you don’t just
look at your metal concentration value, you also realize what that
means for earthworms and plants.
All in all, I studied very efﬁciently and was even more efﬁcient in the use
of my free time. After lectures you could get out immediately onto a
frozen lake where you could go cross-country skiing and ice ﬁshing. I
also did a lot of bouldering, which is climbing without a rope
sometimes in temperatures of minus ten. You were never far from
nature. One morning I found an elk quietly grazing in my back garden.
MvdH
That’s not something you’ll see too often in Wageningen’.
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EMMA <<
New Year’s Resolutions
So, that special time is upon us again, a new year, a new
beginning. A time dedicated to both reminiscing about the
past year and wondering what the future few months hold.
For some students New Year’s is an exciting evening to get
wasted and dance on the tables, for others it is a time to be
with close friends around a ﬁre and for some it is a time to
exorcise all the sorrows of the past 12 months.
What a year 2012 has been for me. I made no resolutions and
probably accomplished more than I have in any year before. I
have been very lucky, meeting amazing people from around
the world, accomplishing my propadeutic exam, getting a
taste for travelling and even having my ﬁrst experience in the
Food Industry.
So 2013 is upon us, and as I saw in the New Year with close
friends and a cup of tea, I couldn’t help but wonder whether
2013 could possibly compare to its predecessor.
I made numerous resolutions, knowing darn well that if I
kept one of them, it would be more than I ever did before.
This year my resolutions have been less inclined towards
succeeding as to surviving. My resolutions are as follows:
1. Be less clumsy whilst working with e-coli - Hence
preventing an inevitable Emma Epidemic.
2.Avoid awkward situations with the police – Or, at least,
convince them that I am not Sherlock Holmes’ long lost
granddaughter.
3. Not to talk to repairmen about provocative knickers – Or at
least learn to run faster.
4. Love my neighbour - Even if he is doing yoga in his
underwear on my kitchen table.
It is a wonderful thing that my New Year’s resolutions never
succeed though… because life would be nowhere near as
Emma Holmes
much fun if they did!

Alter Murangi
On December 28 we received the
sad news that our MSc-student
Alter Murangi (45) had died. With
her daughter and sister by her
side, Alter passed away peacefully.
In September 2010 Alter started
her MSc-study Plant Sciences. For
her this meant a great change:
leaving her family and job in Zimbabwe and become a student
again. Feeling privileged for the
chances oﬀered she studied hard.
Alter did her MSc-thesis work at
the Centre for Crop Systems Analysis (CSA). We came to learn Alter
as a talented, critical and committed student and a cheerful and
amiable person. Her lively personality and love for people drew
people into conversation with her.
Beside her studies, Alter was an
active student and a committed
member of the Christian community
of African students in Wageningen.
Only a few months before her planned graduation it became clear
that Alter was seriously ill. In the
beginning of November she was
admitted to the Rijnstate Hospital
in Arnhem. Her daughter and sister
came over to assist in the care for
her. When it was found that her
disease could not be cured, Alter,
her family and the medical team
decided that she would be transferred to Zimbabwe on December
17. Already four days later Alter deceased in a hospital in Zimbabwe.
Her untimely passing has left a
deep impression and she will be
sadly missed. Our thoughts are with
her daughter Gloria and her family.
We wish them a lot of strength in
dealing with this great loss.
Aad van Ast and Lammert Bastiaans,
Centre for Crop Systems Analysis
Cor Langeveld, MSc programme
Plant Sciences

Harry Scholten
Harry Scholten (61) passed away
on Sunday 13 January. Harry
worked at the Education Institute
(OWI) from its inception in 2006,
as policy oﬃcer and secretary to
the OWI board at Wageningen
University, which works to
maintain high standards of
education. Harry carried out his
work with skill and enthusiasm,
and commitment to formulating
and implementing policy.
Until his failing health prohibited
it, he was also secretary to the
examination board for the Life
Sciences. In this role, Harry was
very committed to the welfare of
our students. This commitment
was typical of Harry, ﬁrst as a
teacher and researcher and later
as a student councillor in Plant
Sciences.
The ﬁrst symptoms of Harry’s
illness appeared some years ago.
Sadly, it was a progressive disease
which increasingly prevented
Harry from doing his job. We
looked on in admiration as Harry
resumed his work whenever his
health permitted it. He was known
for his always optimistic attitude.
We recall warmly Harry’s
hospitality during the coﬀee
breaks at our old headquarters.
The room was not always big
enough for all the staﬀ and there
was always plenty to talk about.
We shall miss Harry for what he
did and for who he was.
On behalf of the staﬀ at the OWI,
Tiny van Boekel and Petra Naber

More in memoriam on page 30
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KIC Master Label, application
deadline is 4 March 2013.
INFO: WWW.CLIMATE-KIC.ORG/EDUCATION OR
WAGENINGEN@CLIMATE-KIC.NL

Bertus Jansen
Our ex-colleague Bertus Jansen
passed away at the age of 65 on
Saturday 15 December. Bertus worked as caretaker in Zodiac for
years and was a familiar face to
many of us here.
Bertus entered into service as a
technician with Technical Services
at the then Wageningen agricultural college on 1 April 1974. In September 1992 he transferred from
Technical Services to a job as a
caretaker, ﬁrst at De Dreijen and
then from 15 March 1993 at the
Animal Production department in
Zodiac. In March 2010 Bertus took
advantage of the opportunity to retire early, having served as caretaker for Zodiac for 17 years. For
many of us, a memorable person
and for everyone at Zodiac a familiar face.
We wish his wife, children, grandchildren and family strength to
cope with this great loss.
On behalf of all the staﬀ at Zodiac,
Geurt Heimensen, operations manager WU Animal Sciences

announcements
Announcements for and by students and staﬀ. Send no more than
75 words to resource@wur.nl, with
‘Announcement’ as subject, on the
Thursday before publication.
Climate-KIC Master Label
Would you like to contribute to climate change mitigation and adaptation? Add value to your MSc degree? Start your own sustainable
company? And are you in for a
5-week summerschool where you
learn about climate change and entrepreneurship in 3 European cities? Apply then for the Climate-

Symposium: De sleutel tot succes
in de (roei)topsport
WSR Argo is organizing a symposium (in Dutch) to mark the rowing
club’s 100th anniversary on Saturday 9 February at 12.30 in the
Aula. Chair Gerrit Hiemstra will introduce several speakers who will
talk about the key to success in top
sport. They include an Olympic medallist, a top coach, a sports psychologist and a nutritionist. The
symposium will be followed by an
art auction with unique works of
art, to be conducted by politician
Alexander Pechtold.

Louis Raemaekers exhibition
De Casteelse Poort museum has an
exhibition until the end of March
on the life and work of Louis Raemaekers, entitled ‘A world-famous
cartoonist’. Raemaekers taught
drawing at the then royal agricultural college for 16 years. Much of
the exhibition consists of his
works from that period, including
humorous prints of Wageningen
professors. The exhibition also offers a selection of original and digital images from his entire oeuvre, covering his work for Dutch
and foreign newspapers and his
activities as an illustrator, designer and painter.
INFO: WWW.CASTEELSEPOORT.NL

wanted/on oﬀer

INFO: WSR-ARGO.NL/SYMPOSIUM

Do it yourself!
Plenty of local initiatives are no
longer waiting for others to make
that change, and are fully embracing the do-it-yourself mentality.
Grassroots Science evening with
presentations of Transition Towns’
Permaculture, Edible Forest Gardens, and professor Arjen Wals.
Experience their enthusiasm, feel
connected, and get to know what is
already happening, just around the
corner. January 23 at 19:30 in the
Forum.
INFO: WWW.BOERENGROEP.NL/DO-IT-YOURSELF/
REGISTER: WWW.GRASSROOTSSCIENCE.NL

Open surgery for students with
RSI problems with arms, neck or
shoulder
Since 1 September there has been
an open surgery every Thursday afternoon from 17.00 to 18.00 for
students with RSI symptoms in
arms, neck and shoulders. You can
obtain information about RSI
symptoms, exercises and posture.
Advice is also given on what to do
about these symptoms (e.g. rest,
sport, software to help you take
breaks, etc).
You are also welcome to come back
with questions about advice received. The surgery is free. Place:
praktijk Oefentherapie Karin Vaessen, Kolkakkerweg 2 in Wageningen. No appointment needed. You
may have to wait.
SEE ALSO WWW.BETERBEWEGEN.NL

Oﬀers and requests for goods and
voluntary work for students and
staﬀ. Send no more than 75 words
to resource@wur.nl, with ‘Wanted/
On Oﬀer’ as subject, on the Thursday before publication.
Interstedelijk Studenten Overleg
seeks volunteers
630,000 students are seeking 5
representatives. The ISO is looking
for a new board!
CHECK THE VACANCIES ON WWW.ISO.NL!

Pianist wanted
Who would like to help at the Wageningen Student Church? We need
a piano player for the ecumenical
English-language church services
for foreign students. These are
held in the Arboretum church in
Wageningen every 1st, 3rd and 5th
Sunday of the month, starting at
12.00. The hymns are chosen at
the preparation meeting on Thursday evenings. A ﬁle of accompaniments is available. It is very rewarding work.
INFO: WIL LYKLEMA, TEL: 413081.

agenda
Weekend 18, 19 and 20 January

Among them, the funny Moonrise
Kingdom, the impressive Beasts of
the Southern Wild, the beautiful
German movie Barbara and the silent movie City Girl with live pianist. Movie W shares its location
with Art Centre ‘t Venster, and you
will notice this cooperation in the
program!
MORE INFORMATION: WWW.MOVIE-W.NL.

Saturday 19 January 21.00

BLUES PUB CRAWL
A Wageningen blues pub crawl
with various bands performing in
cafes in the town centre. Some of
the names are Gene Taylor, Little
Steve & Big Beat, Willy B Blue
Sparrow and the Hokum stompers,
Gazzary, 12 Bar Bluesband (best
Dutch blues band in 2011), Sinner’s Prayer, Nervous Fellas, The
Nightramblers, Howlin’ Bill, Richard Stud & The Blue Devils, The
old Dutch Blues band, Big Jake And
The Two Timers en G 54 Blues. And
on Sunday afternoon at 15.30 there is an After Blues in Café JoJo’s
on the Bevrijdingstraat.
MORE INFORMATION: WWW.BLUESCLUB-XXL.COM

Sunday 20 January 15.00

CONCERT KING MO
Blues club XXL is putting on a concert by King Mo with singer Phil
Bee in Cafe XL.
MORE INFORMATION: WWW.BLUESCLUB-XXL.COM

Thurday 24 January 20.00

REKEN MAAR VAN JAZZ
Wageningen composer, teacher
and musician Cees Mobach will put
the spotlight on jazz in the ﬁrst of
his three evenings at the town library. He will focus mainly on the
development of Jazz. New Orleans,
city of dreams, is centre stage in a
ﬁlm about a performance by Copland. There is also a live performance by talented Wageningen
musicians Mark Toxopeus on the
piano and Margreet Bongers on the
bassoon.
TICKETS CAN BE OBTAINED AT THE MUNICIPAL
LIBRARY OR VIA INFO@BBLTHK.NL

FESTIVAL MOVIE W
Movie W is the Art Cinema of Wageningen, located at Wilhelminaweg 3a. On 18, 19 and 20 January
Movie W is running its annual festival, the MovieWeekend. We’ll be
screening 14 title at two locations.
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Wageningen UR zoekt:
Technicus met afﬁniteit in onderzoek en onderwijs
AFSG Facilitair Management, Wageningen
Vacaturenummer: AFSG-FM-0001

Assistant Professor in Computational Systems Biology
(Tenure Track)
AFSG Systems and Synthetic Biology, Wageningen
Vacaturenummer: AFSG-SSB-0014

PhD Development of a cyanobacterial photosynthetic platform for
à la carte biocatalysis

Afscheidscollege
Ab Groen
24 januari 2013
College 15.00 uur, Forum, zaal C222
Afscheidsreceptie 17.00 uur, Impulse
Aanmelden kan via e-mail: Events.CS@wur.nl

AFSG Systems and Synthetic Biology, Wageningen
Vacaturenummer: AFSG-SSB-0015

PhD in Bio-Organic Surface Chemistry
AFSG Organische Chemie, Wageningen
Vacaturenummer: AFSG-ORC-0026

Corporate Director Education, Research & Innovation
BC Corporate Education & Research, Wageningen
Vacaturenummer: BC-0017

Ervaren chemisch analist HLO
ESG Centrum Water en Klimaat, Wageningen
Vacaturenummer: ESG CWK-0250

Ervaren projectleider Ecotoxicology
ESG Centrum Water en Klimaat, Wageningen
Vacaturenummer: ESG CWK-0252

Manager/Business Developer Maritieme sector
IMARES Directie, IJmuiden
Vacaturenummer: 0003-8

Postdoctoral Researcher in Farming Systems Analysis
PSG Farming System Ecology, Wageningen
Vacaturenummer: PSG-FSE-0007

Assistant professor in the ﬁeld of Food Law and Governance
(Tenure Track)
SSG Recht &bestuur, Wageningen
Vacaturenummer: SSG-LAW-0003

Decaan
VHL Stafbureau Directie, Leeuwarden
Vacaturenummer: VHL DIR0004

International Relationships Ofﬁcer
VHL Marketing & Communicatie, Wageningen
Vacaturenummer: VHL M&C0005
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>>TYPICAL DUTCH

Dutch Honesty
A couple of weeks ago my friends and I went out to party, as we usually do in our new Dutch life.
Like every Friday, the pub was crowded. My friends and I left our coats all together to be sure not
to lose them. That day when we were leaving the bar, one of my friends lost her coat. It was a new
coat on which my friend had spent a lot of money. The whole group of friends assumed someone
had stolen it. My friend was sad and angry and that was how the night ended for her.

The following day we discussed what happened with some Dutch friends. They advised us to go to
the bar and ask if the coat was there. Sometimes people take wrong coats and then they return
them. This idea sounded ridiculous to me because when you lose something of value in Spain, you
can start saving money to buy another to replace it. Anyway we had nothing to lose and we went to
ask. The coat was not there. The waiter told us to come back during the next week and ask again.
A week later we went back and the coat had appeared. A Dutch girl had taken it by mistake. When
she realized it, she returned the coat and wrote a letter of apology to the owner of the coat for
having inconvenienced them. My friends and I were surprised. In my culture such situations do
not occur, let alone someone writing a note of apology. The truth is that my friend was very happy
to recover her coat.
Dutch people can be cold and distant in some circumstances but their honesty is incomparable.
Now my friend would like to thank in person the girl who returned her coat, but the note was
anonymous. So if you read this, thank you very much! It was a nice gesture and much
appreciated. Celia Tardío Rodríguez. MSc student of Environmental Sciences

Dutch people can be
cold but their honesty
is incomparable

Do you have a nice anecdote about your experience of going Dutch? Send it in! Describe an encounter
with Dutch culture in detail and comment on it brieﬂy. 300 words max. Send it to resource@wur.nl
and earn ﬁfty euro and Dutch candy.
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